Liberate Estimating – Exporting Reports

Overview

•
•
•

The recommended format is Excel or PDF
You can generate different reports and combine them together in Excel. This enables you to edit
the presentation of your document or work with the data.
The following steps will show you how to export your data. We assume that you have some
knowledge of the software system you are exporting to.

Important

When you Export to file the totals of a report will not be calculated totals.
There are no formulae in a report sent to a file.
You should reset the formulae to verify the correct totals of columns and dependants.

Limitations

Export to file is not a perfect report export. Some of the data will be transposed to other columns or rows in
a spreadsheet.
You will have to move some of the data around to get a perfect report in this format. You will also have to set
column widths and text wraps in Excel
(It is still easier than retyping a whole report into a spreadsheet.)

Method

Select Reports
The Reports dialogue will appear with these options.

Printer icon

Selects the printer you will print to. Drop open the Printer Name box to select your desired printer.

Export

All reports
Use Export to Export your reports to Excel
Use Export in conjunction with the PDF icon shown above to combine documents to your Bill of Quantities
Report so that you can Export one combined document.
For example- Your cover letter, Your BoQ, your T&C’s and Drawings.
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Combining pdf
documents

Add a logo

Bill of Quantities report only
Use the pdf icon to select which documents you wish to attach to your BoQ. You can select pages Before
and After
Then use EXPORT to print to your desired location

Bill of Quantities Report only
• Pre-format your logo as an image file to a maximum recommended size of 320 x 72 pixels
• Browse and select your Logo
• Select its position
• Select Visible

Options

Close and return to Export or Print as above
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